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Agenda

1. Introduction (15 min)
2. Main challenges of a film production (10 min)

3. Exploration in teams: Mindful organizing during a film
production (90 min)
4. Result reflection:
From High Reliability to High Performance Seeking
Organizations (20 min)

Our focus today: Experience „Reframing“ by exploring HRO/HPO
practices of the production of the film „Russendisko“

Film production as a high
performance seeking
organisation/team:
• You do not know a lot about it,
“an unknown planet”
• An environment full of challenges,
uncertainties, ambiguities and
constraints
• An exclusive, competitive and
highly ambitious context, seeking
for high performance under trying
conditions

Challenges during a film production

• Unforgivable, competitive environment
• Lack of time, lack of money

• No room for experimentation: Repetition not possible
• Managing diversity: A two class society
• No redundancy: No alternative for the main actors
• Non-linear realization of the script

• High degree of specialization
• Many uncertainties you cannot influence
• High pressure by external parties

• Conflicting interests (artistic, marketing and financial)

Exploration tour: Interview and Observation
Find out how is Oliver organizing to cope with the given challenges….
3 Interviewer Teams (3 teams, 4 persons):
Team 1: What practices did he and his team establish to anticipate
unexpected events and to react on them (HRO principles)?
Find out the explicit or implicit rules of the game!
Team 2: How he creates conditions for mindfulness (e.g. heedful
interrelating, shared references and ambitions, informed
culture, trust and respect)
Team 3: How does Oliver find ways to translate his IDEA of a film into a
REAL film? What are practices and aspects he is aware of?
Observer Group (rest of the group):
• Which practices and rules of the game are mentioned? How do they
relate to the HRO hallmarks and conditions?
• How do the teams explore the field? What is being looked at?
What has been left out?

Team 1: Anticipation and Resilience
Aspects you may want to explore
Preoccupation with failure:
•

Dealing with early warnings and surprises?

•

Awareness of things that must not go wrong?

•

Using surprises for the creative process/to increase performance?

Resisting oversimplification:
•

Team composition

•

Using various expertise, perceptions, assumptions, gut feelings, suggestions

•

Seeking for contradiction

Sensitivity to operations
•

Interest in details

•

Asking people

Commitment to resilience:
•

Acting if something went wrong

Deference to expertise
•

Flexibility in decision taking

Team 2: How does Oliver creates conditions for mindfulness and
high performance? Aspects you may want to explore
• Shared references:
Commitment to same goals, approaches and believes
• Informed culture:
Share knowledge
Knowing what to do, even when the plans change?
• Trust and blame free:
Atmosphere for people to speak up
• Heedful interrelating:
Knowing colleagues: who knows what and who has to be involved
Knowing and anticipating consequences (What others might do? What could
happen?)

Team 3: Translating an idea into a film
(„From a mind full of ideas to a „real“ scene“)
Explore the mutual development process of ideas and end product (the film)
• Steps and practices to translate a diffuse idea into a concrete story and a film
• Creating focus
• Techniques to reduce possible options
• Idea meeting reality: How the idea evolves over time?

Prepare in your team: 15 min group discussion
Discuss in your group:
Interviewer Team 1, 2 and 3 (3 x4 persons)
• What do you want to know from Oliver to explore your focus/task?
• What questions do you want to ask to explore the practices in place?

Group discussion Observers (rest of the group, 15 min)
• What do you want to look at while observing the interview?
• Who is looking at what?

Develop mangers by experiencing HRO/HPO
Self-observing:
What are our
patterns of
mindfulness?

Reframing:
How do others translate
HRO/HPO hallmarks?

Interventions to develop
management and
organisation
Reframing
- Flight Simulators
- Emergency Rooms
- Car racing teams
- Film teams etc.
Self-observing
- Staff Rides
- Gun Drills
- Self-Assessments
Co-evolution
- Interviews etc.

Co-evolution
- Facilitate individual learning
and
organisational change

